Year 6 English Home Learning
WB: 20/04/20
Monday: Reading
Today, we are practising
our reading
comprehension.

Tuesday: Grammar

Today we are
researching subject
specific vocabulary for
tomorrow’s writing task
We are reminding ourselves (take a sneak peek).
of where we left off at
school, by applying a range You will be given a list
of skills we have learned in of technical terms
order to correctly answer
linked to either owls,
questions based on poetry. angels or Skellig
himself. You will need
Read the poem and
to research the terms
complete the questions.
and create a word map
You can go through your
of at least 4 of the
answers with an adult or
words. Examples of
you can wait for the
word maps have been
answers on Friday, in order provided for you to look
to self-assess (green pens
at.
at the ready).
The word maps will
give you a firm grasp of
the meaning of the
words, in order for you
to use them in
tomorrow’s writing. I
have included some
words which you could
most definitely use as a
type of pun for e.g.
‘heavenly meal’ so
keep this in mind for
tomorrow.

Wednesday: Writing

Thursday:
Spelling

Today, we will revisit how to
write a set of instructions.

As we have now
covered all of
the spelling
curriculum,
spelling lessons
will act as
recaps, in order
to remind you of
and consolidate
previous
learning.

1) Plan verbally, using mind
maps or grids:
- Introduction
- Equipment list
- Method
- Concluding paragraph
- Year 6 punctuation and
grammar
- Vocabulary choices which
reflect the purpose and
audience

Today we are
revising how to
add suffixes
2) Write your instructions in
beginning with
your green book. You may
vowel letters to
want to draw lines or stick words of more
lined paper in to make sure than one
that your writing is nice
syllable.
and neat. You may also
wish to draw labelled
diagrams or to include a
picture of the finished
meal to make your
instructions look
professional.
3) Read your instructions out
loud. Does it have an
impact on the reader?
When you ae happy with it,
read your instructions to
your family.

Tuesday: Grammar
Today’s Technical Terms List
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

carnivorous
hunters
prey
nocturnal
pellet
regurgitate
raptor
birds of prey
talon
invertebrates
diet
digestive system
divine
heavenly
almighty
arthritis

Task) Create a word map for 4 of the above technical terms.
You may wish to include in your word map: definition, use the word in a sentence,
draw it, act it out, synonyms, antonyms, describe what it isn’t, words it rhymes
with, root word, prefixes and suffixes, ways to remember it e.g. picture
association.
Challenge) Use at least 4 of these technical terms in tomorrow’s writing (the
introduction is a great place to start).

